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ABSTRACT This study presents a simplified version of the quasi-one-dimensional theory (Wu, J., E. A. Johnson, and J. M.
Kootsey. 1996. A quasi-one-dimensional theory for anisotropic propagation of excitation in cardiac muscle. Biophys. J.
71:2427-2439) with two components of the extracellular current, along and perpendicular to the axis, and a simulation and
its experimental confirmation for the giant axon of the squid. By extending the one-dimensional core conductor cable
equations, this theory predicts, as confirmed by the experiment, that the shapes of the intracellular and the extracellular action
potentials are related to the resistance of the bath. Such a result was previously only expected by the field theories. The
correlation between the shapes of the intracellular and the extracellular potentials of the giant axon of the squid resembles
that observed during the anisotropic propagation of excitation in cardiac muscle. Therefore, this study not only develops a
quasi-one-dimensional theory for a squid axon, but also provides one possible factor contributing to the anisotropic
propagation of action potentials in cardiac muscle.
NOMENCLATURE
I-D, 2-D, 3-D one-dimensional, two-dimensional,
three-dimensional;
AP action potential;
ASW artificial seawater;
cm specific membrane capacitance per unit
axial length of the fiber (,uF/cm);
0 velocity of the steady propagation of
Vm along the x axis (cm/ms);
iapp the apparent membrane ionic current
per unit length of fiber (iA/cm). iapp
equals the sum of ii0n and the virtual
membrane ionic current;
id the extracellular equivalent depth
current per unit axial length of fiber at
the surface (,uA/cm);
ii and ie the intracellular and the surface
equivalent extracellular axial currents
(pA);
im and i10. the transmembrane current and the
transmembrane ionic current per unit
length of fiber (,uA/cm);
ivir the virtual membrane ionic current per
unit length of fiber (pA/cm). ivir
equals the difference between the
quasi-i-D equation and the classical
1-D cable equation;
rd the extracellular equivalent depth
resistance per unit axial length of the
fiber at the surface (kfl cm);
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ri and re the intracellular resistance and the
surface equivalent extracellular
resistance per unit length of the fiber
in the axial, x, direction (kfl/cm);
Ti the time constant of the foot of the
intracellular potential (ms);
t time (ms);
Vi and Ve the intracellular and the extracellular
potentials, respectively, with the
reference electrode in the extracellular
space far from the fiber (mV);
Vm the transmembrane potential (mV);
x the axis representing the direction of
propagation (cm).
INTRODUCTION
The propagation of excitation in biological tissues, e.g.,
nerve fibers, epithelial cells, and muscle, has been described
by the classical one-dimensional (1-D) core conductor cable
theory (Lord Kelvin, 1855) as shown in Eq. 1, and by its
extensions to two- and three-dimensional spaces and also by
the field descriptions of a single fiber or a bundle of fibers
in bath (Clark and Plonsey, 1966, 1968; Plonsey, 1974;
Andreassen and Rosenfalck, 1981; Henriquez et al., 1988;
Trayanova et al., 1990a, b; Leon and Roberge, 1990; Hen-
riquez and Plonsey, 1990; Trayanova and Henriquez, 1991).
In 1952, Hodgkin and Huxley successfully applied the 1-D
theory to the propagation of excitation in the giant axon of
the squid. Later, the I-D cable theory was extended to two
dimensions (2-D) in an effort to describe the distribution of
electrical potential in flat epithelial cells (Shiba, 1971;
Shiba and Kanno, 1971), and to three dimensions (3-D) for
cardiac muscle (Tung, 1979; Eisenberg et al., 1979). Tung
termed the 3-D cable theory a bidomain model since it
included superimposed intra- and extracellular domains.
Although the classical 1-D cable theory extends to 2-D
and 3-D, the 1-D core conductor case remains the simplest
and it has been studied extensively (Plonsey and Barr,
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1988). In this model, the intracellular and the extracellular
currents are limited to the axial direction only. The trans-
membrane potential, Vm, and the membrane ionic current,
iion, are related by the classical l-D cable equation
1 a2vm(X, t) avm(x., t)
rj + re ai =aCm t + iion(x, t). (1)
If the propagation velocity, 0 = dx/dt, is a constant, this
equation reduces to
1 d2Vm(X, t) _ dVm(x, t) 2
(r t+ re)02 dt2 -Cm dt ii0n(x, t), (2)
where Vm(x, t) is the membrane potential, ri and re are the
intracellular and extracellular axial resistance per unit
length of the fiber, t is the time, and cm and iion are the
membrane capacitance and membrane ionic current per unit
length of the fiber. Both the intracellular potential Vi(x, t) and
the extracellular potential Ve(x, t) in the classical 1-D cable
theory are proportional to the membrane potential, i.e.,
VA(x, t) = r r' Vm(x, t),
and (3)
Ve(X, t) = - r Vm(X, t).
ri + re
As shown by Hodgkin and Katz (1949) and by Hodgkin
(1954), the shape of the action potential (AP) in uniform
propagation can only be affected by the local properties of
the membrane, i.e., the membrane capacitance and ionic
current, not by the axial resistivity. The right-hand side of
Eq. 2 is determined solely by the local membrane properties,
and thus, (ri + re)02 must be constant if the local membrane
properties are uniform along the fiber. Hence, any change in
axial resistivity can only result in a change of the velocity of
propagation, with no effect on the shape of the AP.
This study presents a simplified version of the quasi-one-
dimensional (quasi-1-D) theory developed for cardiac mus-
cle (Wu et al., 1996), with two components of the extracellular
current, along and perpendicular to the axis, and a simulation
and its experimental confirmation for the giant axon of the
squid. By extending the 1-D core conductor cable equations,
this theory predicts, as confirmed by in vitro experiment, that
the shapes of the intracellular and the extracellular action
potentials are related to the resistance of the bath.
THE THEORY OF QUASI-1-D PROPAGATION
WITH EXTRACELLULAR DEPTH CURRENT
A fundamental assumption of the classical 1-D cable theory
(Eq. 1) is that the action currents associated with the prop-
agation of excitation flow solely along the long axis of the
fiber. This assumption is reasonable for the intracellular
current flow in a long fiber. It represents a restricted extra-
cellular space of a thin surface layer. For an axon in bath or
for a piece of cardiac muscle, this is rarely a reasonable
assumption. The field descriptions of an active fiber in bath
(Clark and Plonsey, 1966, 1968; Plonsey, 1974; Henriquez
et al., 1988; Trayanova, et al., 1990a, b; Leon and Roberge,
1990; Trayanova and Henriquez, 1991) replace the thin
extracellular surface layer of the 1-D cable theory with a
simple uniform geometry, i.e., either an unbounded or a
cylindrical extracellular space. In exchange for the extracel-
lular spatial descriptions of the potential, the field theories
require much more computational resources than 1-D cable
equations. The equations we present in this section preserve
the efficiency of the classical 1-D cable theory with an
improved description of the extracellular surface potential.
They are as fast as the classical 1-D cable theory in com-
putation without limiting the extracellular current to the
axial direction, and are not associated with a particular
geometry of the extracellular space.
An active fiber in a bath can be described by a simplified
version of the quasi-l-D theory for the propagation of
excitation in cardiac muscle (Wu et al., 1996), having a
component of the extracellular current leaving the extracel-
lular surface of the fiber to the bath, but without the cou-
pling current between the fibers as in cardiac muscle. The
intracellular current travels along the long axis of the fiber,
ii(x, t), as in the classical 1-D theory. The extracellular
current has two components: one traveling along the axis of
the fiber, [the extracellular equivalent surface current,
ie(x, t),] and the other departing from the surface of mem-
brane into the extracellular space [the extracellular equiva-
lent depth current at the surface, id(X, t)]. The extracellular
depth current is defined only on the extracellular surface of
the fiber acting as a current source or sink. Both ie(X, t) and
id(X, t) are the surface equivalents of the current in the bath
along and at the right angle to the surface. Fig. 1 illustrates the
current pathways. Since we do not define the extracellular
space outside the surface of the fiber, this theory is not limited
to any specific extracellular space, e.g., a uniform unbounded
bath, or a cylindrical bath, such as in the field theories.
The axial voltage gradients and currents obey Ohm's law,
i.e.,
aVi(x, t)
- iiri(x, t)
ax
ave(x, t)
ax - iere(x, t),
(4)
(5)
Bath
Intracellular current
MAxon I 4 MeTmbrane
Bath xtracellularsrace currnt
Depth current
FIGURE 1 The currents in the quasi-l-D cable theory for the giant axon
of a squid in a bath. The intracellular current flows inside the axon along
the axis. The extracellular current has two components: the extracellular
surface current (along the axis) and the extracellular depth current (per-
pendicular to the axis).
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where x represents the spatial variable along the fiber, and
Vi(x, t) and Ve(x, t) are the intracellular and the extracellular
potentials, both with respect to a distant point outside the
fiber and at zero potential.
The axial change in the intracellular axial current equals
the transmembrane current. The change in extracellular
axial current equals the sum of the transmembrane current,
im' and the extracellular equivalent depth current at the
surface, id, so that
ax =i m(x, t) (6)
aie(X, t) = im(X, t) -id(X, t).ax (7)
We differentiate Eq. 4 and combine it with Eq. 6 to obtain
a2vi(X, t)
ax ,r= jim(X, t). (8)
Similarly, Eqs. 5 and 7 yield
a2ve(x, t)
ax? = (id(X, t) - Xm(X, t))re. (9)
By using the definition of the transmembrane potential,
Vm(X, t) = VA(x, t) - Ve(X, t), (10)
and subtracting Eq. 9 from Eq. 8, we obtain
a2vm(x, t)
ax? = (ri + re)im(x, t) - reid(x, t). (1 1)
The transmembrane current, im(x, t), is the sum of the
membrane capacitive current and the membrane ionic cur-
rent, iion(x, t), i.e.,
avm(x, t)
lmX, t) = C'm at + iion (x, t). (12)
nary differential equation
1 d2Vm(X, t) dVm(x, t)
(ri + re)O2 dt2 = Cm dt + iion(Xi t)
(15)
- id(X, t).
ri ± re
Similar to the quasi-l-D theory for cardiac muscle (Wu et
al., 1996), a virtual membrane current, ivir(x, t), is defined as
the extra term in Eq. 15 in addition to the cable equation
(Eq. 2), and an apparent membrane ionic current, iapp(X, t),
is defined as the sum of the membrane ionic and the virtual
currents. Then we have
rejvir(X, t) = - r, r ld(X, t)
and
iapp(X, t) = iion(x, t) + ivir(X, t),
which allow us to rewrite Eqs. 14 and 15 as
1 a2Vm(x, t) avm(x, t)
ri + re X2 m at +iapp(X, t)
and
1 d2Vm(X, t) dVm(x, t)
(ri + re)02 dt2 = Cm dt + iapp(X, t).
(16)
(17)
(18)
Equations 17 and 18 are in the same forms as the classical
1-D cable equations (Eqs. 1 and 2), except that the apparent
membrane ionic currents in Eqs. 17 and 18 are used instead
of the original transmembrane ionic current in Eqs. 1 and 2.
In this way, all the theoretical analysis developed for cable
equations 1 and 2 can be adopted to the quasi-1-D cable
theory with a simple replacement of iion(x, t) with iapp(X, t).
Combining Eqs. 8 and 12, and then using the derivative
of Eq. 10 to eliminate Vi(x, t), we get
By substituting this into Eqs. 8 and 11, we obtain
1 a2vi(x, t) a¾V(x, t) aVe(x, t)
ri ax2 cm at + ijon(Xg t)-cm at
and
1 a2vm(x, t)
ri + re ax? Cm a dt + iion(x, t)
re
- + lid(X, t).
ri + re
Both Eqs. 13 and 14 are similar to the 1-D cable equation
(Eq. 1), except one extra term is added to the membrane
ionic current. When steady propagation of an AP is estab-
lished along the fiber, the velocity of propagation along the
fiber axis, 0 = dx/dt, is constant. Therefore, we can elimi-
nate the spatial derivative and change Eq. 14 into an ordi-
1 a2vm(x, t) avm(x, t) 1 a2ve(x, t)
r ax2 cm at + iion(X,t)- ax2
(13) Subtracting Eq. 14 from Eq. 19, we have
1 a2vm(x, t) ( \2Ve(,t
+ +
e
x?tid(X, t) = r d;2 + ra e X2rU,wa ri rja
Using Eq. 10, we can convert Eq. 20 to
(14)
a2vM(X, t) = \2Vi(X, t) ri(,t't 1 +re, axI -
(19)
(20)
(21)
and
a2Ve(x, t) re a2Vi(x, t)
ax? = i; ax? + id(X,tt)- (22)
Equations 21 and 22 show the relationships between
Vm(x, t) and Vi(x, t) and between Vi(x, t) and Ve(x, t). When
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the magnitude of id(x, t) is non-zero, Vm(x, t), Vi(x, t), and
Ve(x, t) are no longer related to each other linearly, in
contrast to the linear relationships of the classical 1-D cable
theory (Eq. 3).
Since both Ve(x, t) and id(X, t) are only defined along the
axis, it is useful to define an extracellular equivalent depth
resistance per unit length of fiber at the surface, rd, as the
ratio of the extracellular surface potential, Ve, and the ex-
tracellular equivalent depth current per unit length of fiber
at the surface, id,
Ve(X, t)
rd(x, t) = (X, t) (23)id(X t
Just as we had with Ve(x, t) and id(X, t), rd(x, t) is only
defined on the extracellular surface of the axon. Substituting
Eq. 23 into Eq. 20, we find that
Ve(X, t) 1 a2V(xt) 1 l\Vj,)m+X1 + I (24)(Xt
rd(x, t) - ri aX2 + ri+ re) aX (24)
With steady propagation, we have
is proportional to the integral of the strength of each disk
divided by the distance between the disk and the point.
Plonsey showed that the shape of the extracellular potential
was similar to a2Vm/at2, with some small differences result-
ing from the smoothing effect of the integral. When the
thickness of the stack of disk sources is reduced, so is the
smoothing effect. In the general case of Eq. 25, Ve is a
composition of both a2Vm/at2 and Vm in different propor-
tions. Equation 25 is in good agreement with the results of
the simulations based on the field theory (Trayanova et al.,
1990a) for an active fiber in a restricted co-axial volume
conductor. Trayanova et al. showed that the waveform of
the extracellular surface potential of an active fiber in a
restricted volume conductor depended on the thickness of
the co-axial volume conductor. For the radius of a volume
conductor, b, that is larger than 25 times the radius of the
active fiber, a, the shape of Ve is biphasic or triphasic,
similar to a2Vin/at2. For b ' 3a, the shape of Ve is similar to
Vm. For b intermediate between 3a and 25a, the shape of Ve
is similar to the combination of a2Vm/at2 and Vm in different
proportions.
02 1 a2vm(X,t)111\ Ia2Ve(X, t)(xt) Ve(X, t)= at2 +r + Jat2d
Equation 25 shows the relationships among V/, a2vn
and a2VJat2. Depending on the tissue resistivity, Eq. 2
be simplified to
02 1 a2Vm(X, t)
Ve(X, t) at2__
rd(X, t) r, t
for
02 1 1 \a2Ve(x, t)
rd(x, t) Ver(X t) 1ri re at2
or
1 a2Vm(X, t) (1 1I a2Ve(X, t)
r at2 r; re at2
for
(25)
5lat2,
S can
THE METHODS OF EXPERIMENT
AND SIMULATION
Quasi-I-D propagation in the giant axon of squid
We conducted the experiments on the giant axons (stellar nerve) of the
squid Loligo pealei to demonstrate that the shape of the propagating AP
could be altered by changing the depth of the extracellular bath. We used
a 100-mm diameter glass dish with its interior bottom coated with a thick
flat layer of Sylgard (Dow Coming, Midland, MI) to hold the artificial sea
(26) water (ASW), the axon, and the electrodes (see Fig. 2). The ASW was
composed of 430 mM NaCl, 10 mM KCI, 50 mM MgCI2, 10 mM CaC12,
and 10 mM HEPES, and was adjusted to pH 7.4 at room temperature and
bubbled with air. We adjusted the level of ASW in the dish by either filling
it with fresh ASW or removing excess ASW with a hand-held tube
connected to a suction pump.
Since we were interested in seeing the effects of changing bath resis-
tance on the AP while holding extracellular ion concentrations constant, the
safest and the most reliable way was to change the height of the bath. The
effective resistance of the bath at different heights of ASW was measured
(27)
02 11 1 \a2Ve(x, t)
V(x t)«< -+ at
rd(x,t) e \ri rel t
In the extreme cases, the shape of the extracellular potential
V, can approach either the shape of a2Vm/at2 (Eq. 26) or the
shape of Vm (Eq. 27). In the limit of Eq. 27, Ve and Vm are
proportional. Therefore, the extreme case of Eq. 27 is sim-
ilar to the classical 1-D cable theory as shown in Eq. 3. The
extreme case of Eq. 26 is similar to Plonsey's expression for
Ve on the membrane surface when the thickness of the stack
of single-layer disk sources of current approaches zero.
Using the field theory, Plonsey (1974) demonstrated that for
an active fiber in an infinite bath, Ve can be described in
terms of the potential from a stack of single-layer disk
sources of current. Each disk has a strength approximately
proportional to a2Vm/at2. The potential at a point in the bath
Intracellular electrode
Current/ground wire
Toriod -
Silver wrs
Stimulus r i
Current/ground wire
Dish
Extracellular electrode
------ -- ASW dcpth I
--------------- ASWdepth2
A c
......ASW depth 3
Floor of dish
FIGURE 2 The axon and the electrodes in the dish. The two long wires
at both sides of the axon serve as the ground wires during the recording of
the activation and as the outer current wires when measuring the resistance
of the bath with the 4-electrode method. The toroid is used to measure the
intracellular axial current. The two short silver wires detect the potential for
determining the resistance of the bath. The depth of the ASW is the control
variable as shown in the diagram at right.
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with the 4-electrode method using a pair of outer linear electrodes for
current injection and a second pair of inner electrodes for voltage mea-
surement. The effective resistance of the bath is the resistance between two
parallel sides of a square of the bath in the dish. It has the units of fl, and
is inversely proportional to the height of ASW. As shown in Fig. 2, the pair
of outer electrodes consisted of two 70-mm-long AgCl-coated parallel
silver wires with 18-mm separation that spanned wall-to-wall the Sylgard
floor of the dish. They also served as the ground electrodes during the
recordings of the activation in the axons. A 50-60-Hz sine wave current
(generated by the function generator, model 18OLF, Wavetek, San Diego,
CA) was injected into the ASW through the pair of outer electrodes. A
second pair of parallel electrodes (silver wires with 4-mm separation and
-5 mm in length, located within and parallel to the pair of outer electrodes)
measured the voltage drop in the ASW between the electrodes. A 326 fQ
resistor was in series with the pair of outer current electrodes to limit and
measure the current. Two channels on an oscilloscope (Model DRO 2608,
Gould, Ilford, Essex, UK) monitored the voltage across the resistor and
also across the pair of inner electrodes. The resistance of the ASW was
calculated from the measured voltage drops across the pair of inner
electrodes and across the resistor. The axon was placed along a parallel line
centered between the outer electrodes, i.e., 9 mm away from either one of
the outer electrodes.
A suction stimulation electrode was applied to the surface of the axon
near one end. The suction electrode was made out of glass pipette and
connected electrically to a stimulator (model 850A, W-P Instruments, Inc.,
New Haven, CT) and physically to a syringe to provide the suction. Both
the suction electrode and a stimulation ground wire were placed in a well
cut in the Sylgard floor next to the wall of the dish. This well was designed
to keep the stimulation electrodes and a short section of axon submerged in
the bath in order to provide reliable stimulation even when the bath for the
rest of the axon was reduced to a thin film. Two glass microelectrodes with
their amplifier (Axoclamp-2B, with HS-2A head stage, Axon Instruments,
USA) were used to record the intra and the extracellular potentials in the
axons. The giant axons were pinned to the floor of the dish after being
dissected from the squid. A 5-10 mm section on each axon was cleaned to
facilitate the impalement of the intracellular microelectrode. After each
impalement, the tip of the intracellular electrode was positioned near the
axis of the axon. The tip of the extracellular microelectrode was positioned
next to the membrane of the axon at a site as close to the tip of the
intracellular microelectrode as possible along the axon. The axial distance
between the tips of the intracellular and the extracellular electrodes was
kept to less than one-tenth of the diameter of the axon (of -200-400 Jim).
A toroidal pick-up coil (1 mm inner diameter) with its amplifier (Neuro-
magnetic Current Probe, Living State Physics Group, Vanderbilt Univer-
sity, Nashville, TN) for measuring the intracellular axial action current
(Wikswo et al., 1983; Wikswo and van Egeraat, 1991; van Egeraat and
Wikswo, 1993) was placed -6 mm from the microelectrodes. The ampli-
fied signals of the intracellular and extracellular potentials and the action
current were recorded with a Macintosh IIci computer equipped with an
A/D converter and the LabVIEW software (National Instrument, Austin,
TX) at a rate of 50K samples per second per channel. Since the intracellular
axial action current was relatively noisy, we averaged the waveforms to
reduce the noise. For consistency in the data handling, we also averaged the
intracellular and the extracellular potentials at the same time, although both
had an adequate signal-to-noise ratio before the averaging. While the
signal-to-noise ratio of the intracellular axial action current improved
greatly after the averaging, the potential signals showed little change.
The height of ASW in the dish was reduced in several steps on each
axon from -5 mm to a thin film maintained by the surface tension of
ASW. At each ASW step, we measured and recorded the resistance of the
bath first, then stimulated the axon 32 times at the rate of 2/s and recorded
8 ms of the averaged signals of the intracellular potential, the extracellular
potential, and the axial current. The dish was refilled with fresh ASW after
the bath level was reduced to the minimum. Then another round of
recording was repeated until the axon response began to degrade. Due to
the difficulty in controlling the height of ASW when it was reduced to a
thin layer, we did not attempt to repeat each series of the recordings at the
same heights of ASW.
The simulation model and its parameters
We built a simulation model to compare the theory and experiments. Since
the equations we presented were new and more abstract in defining the
extracellular current than the experiments, we designed the simulation
model to resemble the experiments. Although the extracellular current in
the theory is represented by only two components, one along the axis of the
axon and the other perpendicular to the surface of the axon into the bath,
the bath in the simulation has more details. The equations derived above
will be used to explain the results of the experiments and the simulations.
As shown in Fig. 3, the intracellular space is represented by a single line
of interconnected resistors, ri. The bath is represented by a mesh of the
extracellular resistors, rdl, parallel to the axon, and rdt, perpendicular to the
axon. One side of the bath connects to the membrane of the axon, and the
other side of the bath connects to the ground. Both rd, and rdt are calculated
from the bath resistivity, the height of the bath, and the length and the
width of the bath element. The detailed bath is compatible with the
quasi-l-D equations, since the extracellular surface current can still be
separated into the same two components. The intra and extracellular spaces
are separated by the cell membrane, which is composed of membrane
capacitance and transmembrane Na+, K+, and leakage currents.
Table 1 contains the parameters used in the simulation. Hodgkin-
Huxley (1952) kinetics of membrane Na+ and K+ currents of the giant
axon of the squid are used. There are 1000 100-,um-long elements in the
axon, giving a total length of 100 mm. One hundred 400-gm-wide inter-
connected rows of elements parallel to the axon comprise the mash of the
extracellular bath. The length of the elements, 100 t,m, is chosen to be
<1/5 of the length constant of the fully activated membrane of 550 J,m.
This ratio of discretization to the length constant of the fully activated
membrane is small enough to avoid any significant discretization error in
the continuous model. The number and the size of the elements in each bath
row are the same as in the axon. Therefore, each bath element is 0.1 by 0.4
mm, along and transverse to the axon, respectively. A stimulus, 0.5 ms in
duration and 12 uA in amplitude, is applied to the first intracellular
element of the fiber at the starting time. The Crank-Nicolson partial
differential equation solver is used to solve the propagation of the trans-
membrane potential with a time step, At, of 0.05 ,us. The mesh ratio,
At/(rjcmAx2), in the model is 0.083, less than the upper limit of 1.0 (Plonsey
and Barr, 1988), thereby maintaining the accuracy and the stability of the
computation. The height, and hence the resistance, of the bath is the
primary variable for the simulation runs. The simulation model is written
in the C language and runs on various SunSparc Stations.
Axon
.|B """" ""- " l " sBl @ " B l- |""- lB
c*T t 2 @gleak
FIGURE 3 The partial structure of the simulation model of an axon in
bath. ri is the intracellular resistance; rd is the extracellular depth resis-
tance; cm is the membrane capacitance. gNa, gK, gleak,ENa, EK, and Ele,kare
the Na+, K+, and leakage conductances, and the Na+, K+, and leak
equilibrium potentials, respectively. In the simulation, the axon and bath
are 1000 elements long and the bath is 100 elements wide.
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TABLE I The parameters used in the simulation models
Specific membrane capacitance Cm
Maximum membrane Na+ conductivity, gNa
Maximum membrane K+ conductivity, gK
Membrane leakage conductivity, gleak
Intracellular Na+ concentration
Extracellular Na+ concentration
Intracellular K+ concentration
Extracellular K+ concentration
Intracellular Cl- concentration
Extracellular C1- concentration
Temperature
Temperature factor for the gating process of channels
Temperature factor for the ionic currents
Specific intracellular axial resistivity
Resistivity of the bath
Diameter of the axon
1.0 tkF/cm2
120 mS/cm2
36 mS/cm2
0.3 mS/cm2
59 mM
430 mM
207 mM
10 mM
65 mM
560 mM
220C
3.0 per 100C
1.3 per 10°C
60 Ql cm
20 fl cm
0.4 mm
RESULTS
The resistance per surface area of the bath is the primary
variable in both of the experiments and the simulations.
Since the height of ASW is much smaller than the length of
the axon or the diameter of the dish, the current distribution
in the bath is basically two-dimensional, on the bottom of
the dish. The resistance per surface unit of the bath is
inversely proportional to the height of the bath, and is
adjusted by changing the height of the bath in the experi-
ments. During the experiments, the resistance per surface
area of the bath was measured between two parallel silver
electrodes in the bath. Since we only cleaned a section of
axon -5-10 mm long free of the surface filaments to
minimize the possible damage of cleaning to the axon, the
thin layer of the bath surrounding the axon could be uneven
when the bath was reduced to less than the thickness of the
surface filaments at the lowest level. Except with the lowest
level of ASW, the recorded extracellular potentials are
reliable. Due to the surface tension of the ASW around the
axon, there might be more ASW around the axon than the
measured bath resistance called for. In the simulations, the
resistance per surface area of the bath is calculated from the
height of the bath and the bath resistivity.
All experimental data presented here are from the axons
with higher than 100 mV amplitude of the intracellular
potential (Adelman and Gilbert, 1990) at high ASW level
and with <0.3 mV difference between the amplitudes of the
intracellular APs at the beginning and after the end of a
series of recording when the bath was refilled to the initial
level. The membrane potential, Vm, is derived from the
difference between the intracellular and the extracellular
potential recordings, which are relative to their resting
states. The maximum rates of rising of Vi and Vm are the
peak values of AVi/At and AVm/At, where At is the sampling
interval, 0.02 ms. The time constants of the feet of Vi and
Vm are the lowest values calculated from three samples at
0.08-ms intervals at the foot of AP. The simulation results
are obtained from the middle point of the axon to minimize
the boundary and stimulus artifacts, which are limited
mostly to the first and the last 100 elements of the model of
axon. In the simulations, the At for the rate of change of Vi
and Vm is 0.05 ,s, and the time interval of the three samples
for calculating the time constants of the feet of Vi and Vm is
0.15 ps.
As shown in Fig. 4, the waveforms and the phase plots of
the typical experimental data are similar to their correspond-
ing simulations. Since the bath resistance in the simulation
can be set to any value, we used 16 (l and 1000 Ql, for the
high and the low ASW levels, to clearly demonstrate the
differences in their effects on the waveforms of AP. These
values of the bath resistance are more extreme than the
experimentally measured values of 108 fl and 445 fl for the
high and the low ASW levels. The 16 fl bath resistance used
in simulation results in a much smaller amplitude of the
extracellular potential (Fig. 4 f) than that experimentally
recorded at high ASW. Therefore, the high ASW simulation
is similar to the expections of the classical 1-D cable theory
(Eq. 1) with a grounded extracellular space.
Figure 5 shows the effects of the bath resistance on the
characteristic parameters of the waveforms of the intracel-
lular and the membrane APs (the time constant of the foot,
the amplitude, and the maximum rate of rise), on the peak-
to-peak amplitude of the extracellular potential, and on the
axial currents of the five experimental recordings from three
axons. Due to the uncontrolled factors, e.g., the geometrical
sizes of axons, the differences in the cleanliness of their
surfaces, etc., the recorded data differ from axon to axon,
although the similar responses to the bath resistance exist in
all recordings. The corresponding results of the simulation
are in Figs. 6 and 7 i. The comparison of the experimental
data and the simulation results are presented in Fig. 7.
Except for plots d and i, all other plots in Fig. 7 are derived
from Figs. 5 and 6. To combine the experimental data from
different axons and to facilitate the comparison with the
simulated results, each set of the data in Fig. 5 is normalized
by dividing the data of each recording with either the values
at the highest level ofASW (a-c) or its mean (e). Therefore,
the initial differences among the five recording series aris-
ing from axon-to-axon variation are removed. Then the
normalized data from the five recording series are combined
and presented in the upper panel of Fig. 7. Due to the
difficulty in controlling the height of ASW precisely at low
level, the values of the bath resistance at which the data are
measured vary between axons. Consequently, we fit the data
with the least-square lines and their 95% confidence bound-
aries (the thin dashed lines on both sides of the thick
least-square lines). The least-square lines and their 95%
confidence boundaries are equivalent to the conventional
statistical representations. As shown in Fig. 7, a-e, the 95%
confidence boundaries have very limited overlays between
the data of the Vi and the Vm, indicating the significant
differences between them. Plots f-h, and j, in Fig. 7 are the
normalized simulation results derived from Fig. 6. The
behavior of the simulated results closely resembles that of
the experimental observations.
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DISCUSSION
To take advantage of the well-studied 1-D theory (Eq. 1),
many experiments in cardiac muscle were designed to re-
duce the dimension (Lieberman et al., 1975; Spach et al.,
1981, 1987), by creating flat or near-flat wave fronts of
propagation. In such cases, it was assumed that the 1-D
cable theory could be applied. Nonetheless, Spach et al.
(1981) found that there were contradictions between the
observed behavior of the AP in the flat wave front propa-
gation in cardiac muscle and the classical 1-D cable theory.
They observed a directional dependence, i.e., anisotropy, in
the rising phases of their recorded intracellular AP and the
transmembrane AP (derived from the difference between
their intracellular and extracellular recordings) and also in
the safety factor of propagation in the ventricular and the
atrial muscles of canine heart. Although the waveform of
AP varies considerably between cells, at the tissue level the
directional differences are significant (Spach et al., 1992;
Spach and Heidlage, 1995). Compared to the propagation
perpendicular to the muscle fibers (transverse propagation,
TP), propagation along the fibers (longitudinal propagation,
LP) is faster and associates with an intracellular AP with a
lower maximum rate of depolarization, a larger time con-
stant of the foot, a lower peak amplitude, a larger extracel-
lular potential, and a lower safety factor of propagation.
Such anisotropies can generate unidirectional block and
reentry propagation in cardiac muscle (Spach et al., 1981).
The anisotropic propagation has been attributed either to the
complex pattern of propagation created by the discontinui-
ties in cardiac muscle (Spach et al., 1981; Spach, 1983), or
to the current exchange between the surface and the depth
fibers and the extracellular spatial current distribution (Wu
et al., 1996), or to the two- or three-dimensional bidomain
structure (Kootsey and Wu, 1991; Pollard et al., 1992;
Henriquez and Papazoglou, 1993; Henriquez et al., 1996;
Roth, 1996). Although the above two- or three-dimensional
bidomain simulation studies reproduced anisotropic propa-
gation as observed experimentally, a theoretical insight was
still needed. The quasi-1-D theory for cardiac muscle de-
veloped by Wu et al. (1996) extended the classical cable
theory by including a component of the extracellular current
representing the spatial distribution of the extracellular cur-
rent and an intracellular coupling current representing the
electrical connection between the surface and the depth
fibers in cardiac muscle. Wu et al. showed that the effects of
the extracellular bath current and the intercellular coupling
current were equivalent to adding an additional membrane
current, the virtual membrane current, and an extra mem-
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brane capacitance, the virtual membrane capacitance, to the
classical 1-D cable model. The virtual membrane current
and the virtual membrane capacitance modified the shape of
the AP. They demonstrated with the equations and a simu-
lation that the quasi-l-D theory could explain the anisotro-
pic waveform of the action potential in cardiac muscle. In
this paper, we further simplify the conditions required to
produce a modified AP from the quasi-l-D theory.
This study demonstrates that when the classical 1-D cable
equation is modified to include the extracellular depth cur-
rent, the observed relationships in the intracellular and ex-
tracellular potentials of the squid axon can be accounted for.
Both the experiment and the simulation demonstrate that the
quasi-l-D cable theory for squid axon can describe the
effects of varied extracellular resistance more accurately
than the classical 1-D theory. As mentioned in the Intro-
duction, the classical 1-D theory does not expect any change
in the waveforms of AP with the extracellular resistivity.
With the addition of the extracellular depth current in the
quasi-l-D cable theory, the classical I-D cable equation
(Eq. 1) is extended to include a virtual membrane ionic
current (Eq. 16). Therefore, the apparent membrane ionic
current differs from the actual ionic current. This difference
increases with the extracellular depth current. When a fiber
is in oil (id = 0) or has a well-grounded extracellular space
(re = 0), the virtual membrane ionic current does not exist.
In these cases, the quasi-1-D cable model (Eq. 14) reverts to
the classical 1-D cable equation (Eq. 1). Since the quasi-l-D
cable theory closely relates to the classic I-D cable theory,
which is well studied and well understood, we write the
quasi-l-D equation in a similar way. By introducing the
virtual membrane current, we can rewrite the quasi-l-D
T
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cable equation in the form of the classical 1-D core-con-
ductor cable equation with the substitution of the membrane
ionic current with the apparent membrane ionic current. In
this way, the quasi-i -D equations are easier to understand
and many analytical and mathematical analyses and meth-
ods developed for the 1 -D core-conductor cable can be
readily adopted. It is also easier to see that the differences in
the waveforms of APs result from the differences in the
quasi-l-D equation and the classical 1-D equation, i.e., are
due to Ivir. As Eqs. 21 and 22 show, with the existence of id,
the shapes of Vm, Vi, and Ve are no longer proportional, as
in the classical 1-D cable theory (Eq. 3). Such a result is
more general and realistic. In view of the classical 1-D cable
equation, the apparent membrane ionic current affects the
waveform of AP in a way similar to a membrane having a
component of the membrane current that is related to the
extracellular resistivity.
Our quasi-l-D theory for squid axon expects changes in
both Vi and Vm, although changes in Vm are much smaller
than in Vi. The Vi given by Eq. 13 and the Vm given by Eq.
19 are similar in form, except for their last terms on the
right, i.e., the virtual membrane currents. Using the simu-
lated Ve at the bath resistance per unit surface area of 625 fQ
and the parameters in Table 1, we illustrate the virtual
membrane currents for Vi (Eq. 13) and for Vm (Eq. 19) in
Fig. 8. We include the membrane and the extracellular APs
in Fig. 8 for comparing the timing of the virtual currents.
Both the membrane ionic and the virtual currents start at the
fast rising phase of the membrane AP, indicating the pas-
siveness of the membrane at the foot of the AP. The am-
plitudes of the virtual currents for V1 and Vm are about
one-tenth of the membrane ionic current, iion. Although the
local membrane is passive at the time, the foot of AP is
raised by the inflow current from the neighboring section,
which is in the early stage of excitation and is affected by
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the virtual current there. The early virtual currents of both Vi
and Vm are in the opposite direction of ii.0 (see Fig. 8).
Therefore, the inflow current, which is derived from the
combined ii.n and the virtual current in the neighboring
region and raises the foot of local AP, is reduced by the
early virtual currents in the neighboring region. With a
reduced inflow current, the time constant of the foot of local
AP is increased. The fast rising phase of AP is powered by
the local currents. The virtual current for Vi (Eq. 13) is
monophasic and is in the opposite direction of iion. Thus, the
virtual current for Vi reduces the total effective transmem-
brane electrical charge during the rising phase of the intra-
cellular AP. The reduced total effective transmembrane
electrical charge decreases the maximum rate of rise and the
amplitude of the AP of Vi. However, as shown in Fig. 8, the
virtual current for Vm (Eq. 19) is biphasic. Although the
virtual currents for Vm and for Vi are similar at the early
stage of excitation, the virtual current for Vm reversed
direction around the time of the maximum membrane ionic
current. Its overall contribution to the effective transmem-
brane electrical charge is smaller than the virtual current for
Vi. Consequently, comparing to the modifications on the
waveform of the intracellular AP by the virtual current for
Vi, the corresponding modifications by the virtual current
for Vm on the waveform of the membrane AP are smaller.
The biggest effect of the bath resistance on the waveform of
Vm is on the time constant of the foot.
The surface equivalent extracellular resistance per unit
length of the fiber, re, and the extracellular equivalent depth
resistance per unit axial length of the fiber at the surface, rd,
are abstract concepts representing the components of the
extracellular resistance along and perpendicular to the fiber
on the extracellular surface. They can be derived from the
field theories for a fiber in an infinite or in a cylindrical
medium. In case of cardiac muscle, their values depend on
the size and the shape of the interstitial space, as well as the
resistivity of the extracellular fluid. Thus, the values of re
and rd must be measured for cardiac muscle. We opted to
describe the bath in detail in the simulation model of the
propagation in the giant axon of squid, instead of the ab-
stract extracellular space as in the quasi-l-D equations.
In contrast, Suenson (1985) demonstrated a separate
mechanism of modifying the waveform of the AP. He
showed that the waveform of the rising phase of the mem-
brane AP (Vm) on the surface of the trabecula or papillary
muscle (4-8 mm long and 0.24-1 mm in diameter from
ferret heart) changed as the volume of the surrounding
Tyrode solution was restricted to a column centered at the
muscle by a silicon bath. Therefore, he limited the extra-
cellular current to the surface of membrane. In comparison
with a large diameter of the bath column, a small diameter
of the bath was associated with a membrane AP having a
smaller time constant of the foot and a higher rate of rising
and an extracellular potential with larger amplitude. He
attributed the Tyrode volume-related changes in the wave-
form of AP to the wave front lag of the excitation in the
in the shape of action potential in his experiment were the
result of the coupling between the surface and the depth
cells. These differences between the observations of Suen-
son's and ours are the results of two separate mechanisms
affecting the AP.
The version of the quasi-l-D theory for cardiac muscle
and its simulation (Wu et al., 1996) contain both the extra-
cellular spatial current as described by Eq. 20, and the
coupling currents representing the electrical connection be-
tween the surface and the depth fibers. With the inclusion of
the intracellular coupling current between the fibers, not
only Vi and Ve, but also Vm are similar to Spach's observa-
tion. In that theory, the current coupling between the surface
and the depth fibers produces a virtual membrane capaci-
tance that is an extra term added to the physical membrane
capacitance in the quasi-l-D cable equation. Hence, the
effective membrane capacitance is modified. The effective
membrane capacitance increases with the amplitude of the
extracellular potential. In view of the quasi-l-D cable the-
ory, our results on squid axon came from the modification
of the effective membrane ionic current by the component
of the extracellular current leaving the surface of the axon.
Suenson's results came from the modification of the appar-
ent membrane capacitance by the coupling current between
the surface and the depth cells in the muscle bundle. A large
Tyrode volume increased the wave front curvature in the
muscle bundle and generated a large coupling current. Sim-
ilar effects of modifying the apparent membrane capaci-
tance were also demonstrated by Spach et al. (1987) on a
simulated 1-D monodomain cable by changing the mem-
brane capacitance. Since the waveform modification occurs
in squid axon, we suggest that neither three-dimensional
structure nor discontinuities are required for the changes
in waveforms in propagation, although both of them con-
tribute to the anisotropic propagation in cardiac muscle
substantially.
As shown in Table 2, the dependence of the changes in
the shapes of Vi and Ve in an axon on bath resistance
resembles the dependence of corresponding changes upon
the direction of propagation in anisotropic cardiac muscle
(Spach et al., 1981). A high value of the time constant of the
foot of Vi, Ti, a high peak amplitude of Vi, a high maximum
rate of rise of Vi, and a low peak-to-peak amplitude of Ve
occur in cardiac muscle in transverse propagation and in the
giant axon of squid with a high level of ASW. Similarly,
both the longitudinal propagation in cardiac muscle and low
ASW level propagation in the squid giant axon showed the
opposites: a low Ti, a low peak Vi, a low maximum rate of
rise of Vi, and a high peak-to-peak amplitude of Ve. Al-
though both the waveforms for Vm in our simulation and
that derived from our experimentally recorded Vi and Ve
match very well with each other, they have smaller changes
with different amplitude of the peak-to-peak amplitude of
Ve than Spach's derived Vm. This difference in the Vm of
squid axon and the Vm of cardiac muscle is caused by the
middle of the muscle bundle. As he pointed out, the changes
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TABLE 2 The comparison of the changes in the action potentials of canine heart and the giant axon of squid
Amplitude Maximum rate Amplitude Maximum rate
Peak-to-peak of Vi of rise of Vi Time constant of of Vm of rise of Vm Time constant of
of Ve (mV) (mV) (V/s) the foot of Vi (ms) (mV) (V/s) the foot of Vm (ms)
Canine ventricle* (velocity: 0.50 m/s LP, 0.19 m/s TP)
LP 8.1 100 114 1.086 104 124 0.921
TP 6.2 106 155 0.681 110 171 0.669
TP/LP ratio 0.77 1.06 1.36 0.627 1.06 1.38 0.726
Canine atrium* (velocity: 1.0 m/s LP, 0.1 m/s TP)
LP 7.0 111 144 0.375 112 161 0.375
TP 2.0 113 191 0.290 114 200 0.290
TP/LP ratio 0.29 1.02 1.33 0.773 1.02 1.24 0.773
Cardiac muscles (simulation, velocity: 0.4566 m/s LP, 0.0535 m/s TP)
LP 4.0258 77.7 105.1 0.494 79.0 115.8 0.443
TP 0.3760 80.91 125.1 0.376 81.0 126.1 0.370
TP/LP ratio 0.0934 1.04 1.19 0.761 1.03 1.09 0.835
Squid axon (simulation, bath resistance: 1000 fl, Low ASW, 16 fl High ASW)
Low ASW 8.6 87.53 563.8 0.0798 93.58 659.6 0.0703
High ASW 0.15 93.75 651.5 0.0665 93.85 653.2 0.0663
High/Low ratio 0.017 1.07 1.17 0.833 1.00 0.99 0.943
*Experimental data from Table 1 in the paper by Spach et al. (1981).
#Simulation data from Table 1 and Fig. 4 in the paper by Wu et al. (1996).
existed between the surface and deeper cells in cardiac
muscle, as we discussed above.
The extracellular depth current as defined in the quasi-
1-D cable theory does exist in cardiac muscle. In a typical
in vitro experiment (Spach et al., 1979, 1981), the prepara-
tion of cardiac tissue is immersed in the bathing solution. A
reference electrode placed at a distant point in the bulk
bathing solution, relative to the tissue preparation, is used to
define zero potential. In a typical in vivo animal experiment,
there are equivalent reference electrodes placed on the limbs
of the animal. In both cases, the extracellular current is not
constrained to the surface of cell, but is distributed though
out the entire extracellular space. The observed biphasic
extracellular potential (Spach et al., 1979) is the evidence of
such extracellular "depth" current. Under such circum-
stances, the quasi-i-D cable equations developed in our
previous study (Wu et al., 1996) and in the current one are
preferable to the classical 1-D equation (Eq. 1).
The field theories as we cited earlier are rigorous deriva-
tions for a uniform fiber in an infinite bath or in a cylindrical
bath and are generally solved numerically. However, such
geometrically simple and perfect baths are rare in biological
systems. On the other extreme, the classical core conductor
cable theory has no bath and often provides useful analytical
insights. The quasi-i-D cable theory is in between the two
extremes of either having an infinite bath or having no bath.
It has a component of the extracellular current going into the
bath, which is defined on the surface of the membrane as the
sink or source to the surface current. Yet, the shape of the
extracellular space is not defined (no infinite-bath or cylin-
drical-bath requirement). The quasi- 1-D cable theory can be
applied to any shape of the extracellular space, as long as it
is uniform along the fiber. In this way, the quasi-i-D cable
theory circumvents the problem of a geometrically simple
and perfect extracellular space as required by the analytic
field theories. The studies by Wu et al. (1996) and being
presented here provide a quasi-i-D cable theory to achieve
similar results as the field description with reduced compu-
tational complexity without the limitation of a particular
geometry of the extracellular space. Therefore, the quasi-
1-D theory is better suited for complicated extracellular
space commonly seen in the biological tissue than the much
more idealized field theories.
This study is complementary to the bidomain simulation
models of cardiac muscle. Previously, bidomain models
(Kootsey and Wu, 1991; Pollard et al., 1992; Henriquez and
Papazoglou, 1993) reproduced some of the anisotropies in
the action potential during the excitation propagation in
cardiac muscle. The bidomain models had the advantage of
being able to solve complex boundary conditions numeri-
cally and reproduce some sophisticated phenomena, e.g.,
the virtual electrode effects (Roth and Wikswo, 1996) in
cardiac muscle. The analytical treatments by Wu et al.
(1996) and the current study provide an intuitive explana-
tion identifying a specific mechanism for the anisotropies in
the action potential during the propagation in cardiac mus-
cle, and clarify the contradictions between the experimental
observation (Spach et al., 1981) and the classical 1-D cable
theory.
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